
Want a pressure vacuum sealing dust cover for your 2-1/2” 3 lug fuel 

loading adapter? Look no further than the Fjord Aviation  

Products DC2.5/3-P. In addition to the standard sealing properties and 

positive locking of our DC2.5/3, the DC2.5/3-P features a  

pressure sealing plug over the SPR poppet area ensuring a  

positive poppet seal to prevent “poppet chatter”-keeping air and other 

contaminants from entering your fuel system. 

Another added feature of the DC2.5/3-P is that it is excellent for  

interlock safety control. 

As for durability, the DC2.5/3-P is made of high impact  

absorbing urethane which is chemical resistant, flame  

retardant and temperature resistant from -2° to 200°F. It also meets and 

exceeds FAA and Mil i tary standards for pressure  

sealing and standard sealing. This is your answer to keeping air, water 

and dirt from entering your fuel system during flow testing or when not in 

use. 

Prevent air, water, dirt or other contaminant  

intrusion into your aviation fuel system with the 

DC2.5 /3 -P or  the DC2.5 /3  and help  

maintain clean dry fuel. 

 

Just give us a call at 800-880-3535 or 281-334-4228 or email us at  

clipper@fjordav.com for pricing and availability. 
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Remember to visit us 
at: 
www.fjordav.com 
 
 

 
FJORD AVIATION PRODUCTS, 306 ANDERS LANE, KEMAH, TX  77565  800-880-3535, 281-334-4228, FAX 218-538-2807  clipper@fjordav.com 

Once a quarter we will highlight one of our products as to it’s use & benefits. If there is  
anyone in your organization who would be interested in this newsletter please pass it on.  
Enjoy! 
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